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THE SCHOOL GARDEN CURRICULUM
AN INTEGRATED K-8 GUIDE FOR DISCOVERING SCIENCE, ECOLOGY, AND WHOLE-SYSTEMS THINKING
New Society Publishers Sow the seeds of science and wonder and inspire the next generation of Earth stewards The world needs young people to grow into strong, scientiﬁcally
literate environmental stewards. Learning gardens are great places to build this knowledge, yet until now there has been a lack of a multi-grade curriculum for school-wide teaching
aimed at fostering a connection with the Earth. The School Garden Curriculum oﬀers a unique and comprehensive framework, enabling students to grow their knowledge throughout
the school year and build on it from kindergarten to eighth grade. From seasonal garden activities to inquiry projects and science-skill building, children will develop organic
gardening solutions, a positive land ethic, systems thinking, and instincts for ecological stewardship. The book oﬀers: A complete K-8 school-wide framework Over 200 engaging,
weekly lesson plans – ready to share Place-based activities, immersive learning, and hands-on activities Integration of science, critical thinking, permaculture, and life skills Links to
Next Generation Science Standards Further resources and information sources. A model and guide for all educators, The School Garden Curriculum is the complete package for any
school wishing to use ecosystem perspectives, science, and permaculture to connect children to positive land ethics, personal responsibility, and wonder, while building vital lifelong
skills.

NATURE-BASED LEARNING FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE, ON ANY BUDGET
Redleaf Press Nature-Based Learning for Every Preschool Setting is designed to provide ideas for all early childhood educators ranging from novice nature educators to highly
experienced nature educators in a wide range of ecosystems, including forests, cities, prairies, coastal, and deserts. It includes background information on a range of nature topics,
reproducible parent newsletters, sample play-based lesson plans, guidance and health and safety issues related to nature activities, ideas for free/inexpensive equipment and
materials and for big ticket items, ideas for family involvement, and connections to early childhood learning standards. Chapters are divided by nature topic so readers can dip in
right away where they want to start exploring.

HOW TO TEACH NATURE JOURNALING
A SCIENCE AND ART MANUAL FOR PARENTS, EDUCATORS, AND NATURALISTS
Heyday Books Expanding on the philosophy and methods of The Laws Guide to Nature Drawing and Journaling, John Muir Laws and Emilie Lygren have developed the ﬁrst-ever
comprehensive book devoted to helping educators use nature journaling as an inspiring teaching tool to engage young people with wild places. In their workshops Laws and Lygren
are often asked the how-tos of teaching nature journaling: how to manage student groups in the outdoors, teach drawing skills (especially from those who profess to have none),
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connect journaling to educational standards, and incorporate journaling into longer lessons. This book puts together curriculum plans, advice, and in-the-ﬁeld experience so that
educators of all stripes can leap into journaling with their students. The approaches are designed to work in a range of ecosystems and settings, and are suitable for classroom
teachers, outdoor educators, camp counselors, and homeschooling parents. Full-color illustrations and sample journal pages from notable naturalists show how to put each lesson
into practice. Field-tested by over a hundred educators, this book includes dozens of activities that easily support the Common Core and the Next Generation Science Standards-and, just as important, it will show kids and mentors alike how to recognize the wonder and intrigue in their midst.

HOW TO RAISE A WILD CHILD
THE ART AND SCIENCE OF FALLING IN LOVE WITH NATURE
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt The beloved host of PBS Kids' Dinosaur Train presents an activity-complemented guide for caregivers and teachers on how to alleviate common childhood
challenges by forging strong connections between children and nature. 25,000 ﬁrst printing.

COYOTE'S GUIDE TO CONNECTING WITH NATURE
THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO FOREST SCHOOL AND NATURE PEDAGOGY
Routledge This book is a complete guide to Forest School provision and Nature Pedagogy and it examines the models, methods, worldviews and values that underpin teaching in
nature. Cree and Robb show how a robust Nature Pedagogy can support learning, behaviour, and physical and emotional wellbeing, and, importantly, a deeper relationship with the
natural world. They oﬀer an overview of what a Forest School programme could look like through the year. The Essential Guide to Forest School and Nature Pedagogy provides ‘reallife’ examples from a variety of contexts, sample session plans and detailed guidance on using language, crafting and working with the natural world. This accessible resource
guides readers along the Forest School path, covering topics such as: the history of nature education; our sensory system in nature; Forest School ethos and worldview and playing
and crafting in the natural world. Guiding practitioners through planning for a programme, including taking care of a woodland site and preparing all the essential policies and
procedures for working with groups and nature, this book is written by dedicated Forest School and nature education experts and is essential reading for settings, schools, youth
groups, families and anyone working with children and young people.

LAST CHILD IN THE WOODS
SAVING OUR CHILDREN FROM NATURE-DEFICIT DISORDER
Algonquin Books “The children and nature movement is fueled by this fundamental idea: the child in nature is an endangered species, and the health of children and the health of
the Earth are inseparable.” —Richard Louv, from the new edition In his landmark work Last Child in the Woods, Richard Louv brought together cutting-edge studies that pointed to
direct exposure to nature as essential for a child’s healthy physical and emotional development. Now this new edition updates the growing body of evidence linking the lack of
nature in children’s lives and the rise in obesity, attention disorders, and depression. Louv’s message has galvanized an international back-to-nature campaign to “Leave No Child
Inside.” His book will change the way you think about our future and the future of our children. “[The] national movement to ‘leave no child inside’ . . . has been the focus of Capitol
Hill hearings, state legislative action, grass-roots projects, a U.S. Forest Service initiative to get more children into the woods and a national eﬀort to promote a ‘green hour’ in each
day. . . . The increased activism has been partly inspired by a best-selling book, Last Child in the Woods, and its author, Richard Louv.” —The Washington Post “Last Child in the
Woods, which describes a generation so plugged into electronic diversions that it has lost its connection to the natural world, is helping drive a movement quickly ﬂourishing across
the nation.” —The Nation’s Health “This book is an absolute must-read for parents.” —The Boston Globe Now includes A Field Guide with 100 Practical Actions We Can Take
Discussion Points for Book Groups, Classrooms, and Communities Additional Notes by the Author New and Updated Research from the U.S. and Abroad

DEMOCRACY AND EDUCATION
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION,
John Dewey's Democracy and Education addresses the challenge of providing quality public education in a democratic society. In this classic work Dewey calls for the complete
renewal of public education, arguing for the fusion of vocational and contemplative studies in education and for the necessity of universal education for the advancement of self and
society. First published in 1916, Democracy and Education is regarded as the seminal work on public education by one of the most important scholars of the century.

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE EDUCATION
TRENDS AND NEW DIRECTIONS
MDPI The overall focus, scope, and purpose of this Special Issue on outdoor adventure is to provide the current and anticipated future trends, oﬀer innovative ideas for new
programs, support decision making for managers to move plans and intentions into action, inspire pioneering staﬀ training and leadership development, incite policy reviews and
revisions, promote resource (re)allocation where needed, and stimulate culture shifts among outdoor leaders and managers. Furthermore, this Special Issue is situated within the
existing literature by depicting major trends in the ﬁeld, exploring organizational issues and successes, identifying gaps between research and practice, and formulating solutions to
some of the ﬁeld’s most pressing challenges. Of particular interest were manuscripts reporting the following: • Adventure education across diverse cultures; • Innovative
partnerships for experiential education outdoors; • Land management agencies working with adventure education programs; • Leadership and/or management issues and
challenges; • Programming advances, participation trends; • Recruitment and retention of diverse staﬀ, workforce enhancement; • Social groups/identity and outdoor spaces (e.g.,
people of color and outdoor adventure; women in the outdoors—where have we been, where are we going?; LGBTQ trends and future directions; youth and outdoor adventure); •
Socioeconomic factors and solutions; • Technology inﬂuences and adventure education; • Working with schools/school districts and being in sync with curriculum needs, supporting
transportation challenges, etc.

PHILANTHROPY AND THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Springer As the National Park Service prepares for its 2016 centennial, this book provides an in-depth analysis of the role of philanthropy and the national parks - exploring the
challenges faced when working with non-proﬁt philanthropic partners.

THE LAWS GUIDE TO NATURE DRAWING AND JOURNALING
Heyday Books In straightforward text complemented by step-by-step illustrations, dozens of exercises lead the hand and mind through creating accurate reproductions of plants and
animals as well as landscapes, skies, and more. Laws provides clear, practical advice for every step of the process for artists at every level, from the basics of choosing supplies to
advanced techniques.

THE MUSEUM EDUCATOR'S MANUAL
EDUCATORS SHARE SUCCESSFUL TECHNIQUES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld The Museum Educator's Manual addresses the role museum educators play in today's museums from an experience-based perspective. Seasoned museum
educators author each chapter, emphasizing key programs along with case studies that provide successful examples, and demonstrate a practical foundation for the daily
operations of a museum education department, no matter how small. The book covers: volunteer and docent management and training; exhibit development; program and event
design and implementation; working with families, seniors, and teens; collaborating with schools and other institutions; and funding. This second edition interweaves technology
into every aspect of the manual and includes two entirely new chapters, one on Museums - An Educational Resource for Schools and another on Active Learning in Museums. With
invaluable checklists, schedules, organizational charts, program examples, and other how-to documents included throughout, The Museum Educator's Manual is a 'must have' book
for any museum educator.
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LAST CHILD IN THE WOODS
SAVING OUR CHILDREN FROM NATURE-DEFICIT DISORDER
Algonquin Books Louv talks with parents, children, teachers, scientists, religious leaders, child-development researchers, and environmentalists to ﬁnd ways for children to
experience the natural world more deeply.

STRENGTHENING FORENSIC SCIENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
A PATH FORWARD
National Academies Press Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the forensic science community, performing vitally important work. However, they are often constrained by
lack of adequate resources, sound policies, and national support. It is clear that change and advancements, both systematic and scientiﬁc, are needed in a number of forensic
science disciplines to ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable standards, and promote best practices with consistent application. Strengthening Forensic Science in the
United States: A Path Forward provides a detailed plan for addressing these needs and suggests the creation of a new government entity, the National Institute of Forensic Science,
to establish and enforce standards within the forensic science community. The beneﬁts of improving and regulating the forensic science disciplines are clear: assisting law
enforcement oﬃcials, enhancing homeland security, and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and exoneration. Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States gives a full
account of what is needed to advance the forensic science disciplines, including upgrading of systems and organizational structures, better training, widespread adoption of uniform
and enforceable best practices, and mandatory certiﬁcation and accreditation programs. While this book provides an essential call-to-action for congress and policy makers, it also
serves as a vital tool for law enforcement agencies, criminal prosecutors and attorneys, and forensic science educators.

BUILDING BETTER SCHOOLS WITH EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY
ADAPTABLE POLICY FOR TEACHERS AND SCHOOL LEADERS
Routledge Building Better Schools with Evidence-based Policy: Adaptable Policy for Teachers and School Leaders provides an extensive set of free-to-use policies for building better
schools. The policies included in this book cover a broad range of popular topics for schools that are not readily accessible, and each policy is built on theory, driven by research,
and created by experts. Each policy is based on substantial evidence, and this is ensured through the inclusion of contributors who are active and highly reputable in their
respective ﬁeld. Most schools are obliged to write and maintain policy, and not all school leaders have the required skills, time, or expertise to do this eﬀectively. Building Better
Schools with Evidence-based Policy: Adaptable Policy for Teachers and School Leaders is a time-saving resource for schools. It aims to address the reported research-to-practice gap
in education by delivering accessible evidence-based practice in a ready-to-use adaptable format. All policies within this book are designed to be adapted and tailored to the unique
diversity and needs of each school as reﬂected by the context and the people that make up the school community. This book is relevant to every person who works in a school –
worldwide. Users of this book can rest assured that each policy has been carefully formulated from the current understandings of best practice. This is a practical innovation and an
example of how schools can use research evidence in their day-to-day practices. "The Open Access version of this book, available at www.taylorfrancis.com, has been made available
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license."

NETWORKS, CROWDS, AND MARKETS
REASONING ABOUT A HIGHLY CONNECTED WORLD
Cambridge University Press Are all ﬁlm stars linked to Kevin Bacon? Why do the stock markets rise and fall sharply on the strength of a vague rumour? How does gossip spread so
quickly? Are we all related through six degrees of separation? There is a growing awareness of the complex networks that pervade modern society. We see them in the rapid growth
of the Internet, the ease of global communication, the swift spread of news and information, and in the way epidemics and ﬁnancial crises develop with startling speed and
intensity. This introductory book on the new science of networks takes an interdisciplinary approach, using economics, sociology, computing, information science and applied
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mathematics to address fundamental questions about the links that connect us, and the ways that our decisions can have consequences for others.

MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
American Bar Association The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions
look to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer malpractice cases, disciplinary actions, disqualiﬁcation issues, sanctions questions and much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules
of Professional Conduct are followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and provide suggestions for its practical application. The Rules will help you identify
proper conduct in a variety of given situations, review those instances where discretionary action is possible, and deﬁne the nature of the relationship between you and your clients,
colleagues and the courts.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND THE U.S. WORKFORCE
WHERE ARE WE AND WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
National Academies Press Recent years have yielded signiﬁcant advances in computing and communication technologies, with profound impacts on society. Technology is
transforming the way we work, play, and interact with others. From these technological capabilities, new industries, organizational forms, and business models are emerging.
Technological advances can create enormous economic and other beneﬁts, but can also lead to signiﬁcant changes for workers. IT and automation can change the way work is
conducted, by augmenting or replacing workers in speciﬁc tasks. This can shift the demand for some types of human labor, eliminating some jobs and creating new ones.
Information Technology and the U.S. Workforce explores the interactions between technological, economic, and societal trends and identiﬁes possible near-term developments for
work. This report emphasizes the need to understand and track these trends and develop strategies to inform, prepare for, and respond to changes in the labor market. It oﬀers
evaluations of what is known, notes open questions to be addressed, and identiﬁes promising research pathways moving forward.

NATURA E ARCHITETTURA. EDIZ. INGLESE
Skira This well-illustrated text is the result of a research project begun in the 1950s, which relates forms of architecture - and even more, the rules and ideas that have charcterized
architectural production down the centuries - with the forms of nature.

SCHOOL, FAMILY, AND COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
YOUR HANDBOOK FOR ACTION
Corwin Press Strengthen family and community engagement to promote equity and increase student success! When schools, families, and communities collaborate and share
responsibility for students' education, more students succeed in school. Based on 30 years of research and ﬁeldwork, this fourth edition of a bestseller provides tools and guidelines
to use to develop more eﬀective and equitable programs of family and community engagement. Written by a team of well-known experts, this foundational text demonstrates a
proven approach to implement and sustain inclusive, goal-oriented programs. Readers will ﬁnd: Many examples and vignettes Rubrics and checklists for implementation of plans CDROM complete with slides and notes for workshop presentations

THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Currency Between the 18th and 19th centuries, Britain experienced massive leaps in technological, scientiﬁc, and economical advancement

THE CHANGING WORLD OF OUTDOOR LEARNING IN EUROPE
Routledge The Changing World of Outdoor Learning in Europe sets out to provide a comprehensive analysis of the economical and political changes that have occurred in European
outdoor culture in the preceding two decades, from a diverse range of perspectives including institutional, theoretical, national and educational views. The book looks at how
outdoor education has been transformed into an increasingly global ﬁeld where established and inﬂuenced practices have been introduced into modernising and democratising
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nations. With contributions from the members of the board of the European Institute of Outdoor Adventure Eduation and Experiential Learning and representatives of the networks
that stand behind it, this unique book provides thorough factual analyses and examinations of outdoor learning that have never been presented before. The book contains
contributions from across Europe, with authors from the UK, Germany, Finland, Sweden, Slovenia, Poland, Norway and the Czech Republic. Chapters within the volume by non European authors provide another perspective on the European story in a wider context. As a whole, the book will stimulate the ongoing debate about the nature, function and
organisation of outdoor education around the globe. The Changing World of Outdoor Learning in Europe will be of great interest to academics, researchers and postgraduate
students in the ﬁelds of outdoor education, leadership and recreation; and outdoor, sport, environmental and leisure studies. It should also be essential reading for those involved
in outdoor organisations in Europe and worldwide.

CONNECTED LEARNING
HOW ADULTS WITH LIMITED FORMAL EDUCATION LEARN
Wipf and Stock Publishers How does the world’s oral majority—adults with limited formal education (ALFE)—really prefer to learn? Few pause long enough to ask those who eschew
print. The result of scholarly research and prolonged immersion in the Cambodian culture, Connected Learning exposes the truth about orality—the shame associated with limited
formal education; the unfortunate misnomer that is orality; the place of spirituality, grace, and hope; and the obvious but overlooked learning preferences. ALFE have diﬀerent ways
of learning and knowing, a diﬀerent epistemology and culture from print learners, even though we all begin alike. The choice is not between Ong’s orality or literacy, but between
learning from people or from print. Dr. Thigpen, a veteran cross-cultural worker, shares remedies for the hegemony and inequities unwittingly fostered by the literate minority. In a
dominant culture where learning from people is prime, how can educators with a preference for print adapt? Providing an important tool in the Learning Quadrants diagram,
Connected Learning advises teaching to the quadrant and calls for seven necessary shifts in teaching. Anyone versed in orality will admit these ﬁndings have “global implications
and applications” (Steﬀen). The reader who heeds will positively impact a huge portion of humanity.

THE PALGRAVE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF INTEREST GROUPS, LOBBYING AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Springer Nature A transnational encyclopedia on interest groups, lobbying and public aﬀairs designed to satisfy a growing global need for knowledge and in depth understanding of
these key political and corporate activities for the researcher, student, policy maker and modern manager.

YOUTH AS/IN CRISIS
YOUNG PEOPLE, PUBLIC POLICY, AND THE POLITICS OF LEARNING
Springer Internationally, there is a growing argument amongst policy makers and academics that broadening spectrums of young adults are ‘at-risk’ of various types of material,
social, physical, and cultural insecurity. In this way, the traditional identiﬁcation of transitions from youth to adulthood, marked by points of permanence such as stable
employment, are beginning to fray. Through various academic, popular, and policy literatures, young people today are imagined as being both ‘threatened’ by social inequality as
well as a ‘threat’ against which our notions of security and social cohesion are constructed. This edited collection includes empirical and theoretical work concerning the
relationships between youth/young adults, public policy, and educational research, with its primary focus being new forms of public policy in Canada that, we argue, are emblematic
of international policy instruments examining the policy and economic participation of young people. Examining key sites of youth participation, including post-secondary
institutions, community-based programs, and work/employment programs, the included case studies examine how young people navigate and learn from everyday experiences of
marginalization and violence while at the same time illuminating how these experiences are organized and reproduced through the very institutions that are meant to shape young
people’s engagement in society.

GREEN EXERCISE
LINKING NATURE, HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
Routledge The concept of Green Exercise has now been widely adopted and implies a synergistic health beneﬁt of being active in the presence of nature. This book provides a
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balanced overview and synthesis text on all aspects of Green Exercise and integrates evidence from many diﬀerent disciplines including physiology, ecology, psychology, sociology
and the environmental sciences, and across a wide range of countries. It describes the impact of Green Exercise on human health and well-being through all stages of the lifecourse
and covers a wide spectrum from cellular processes such as immune function through to facilitating human behavioural change. It demonstrates the value of Green Exercise for
activity and education purposes in both schools and the workplace, as well as its therapeutic properties. Green Exercise is an eﬀective intervention for vulnerable groups and
promoting healthy ageing, with activities including wilderness therapy, therapeutic horticulture and the use of forests and water. Chapters also integrate cross-cutting key themes
which are relevant to all stages of the lifecourse and have signiﬁcantly contributed to the Green Exercise research base, such as forest bathing and blue exercise. The book also
explores the future of Green Exercise, the way in which research can be used to inﬂuence green design and planning and how health, social care and environmental agendas can be
integrated to enable Green Exercise to be more widely used as a mechanism for improving health.

MINNESOTA'S NATURAL HERITAGE
AN ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
U of Minnesota Press Minnesota's Natural Heritage: An Ecological Perspective is the ﬁrst comprehensive book available on the Minnesota environment. Including thorough and
accessible analyses of the state's geologic history and climate, this is the essential book for tourists, naturalists, teachers, scientists, and residents of the state.

THE CHILD'S CURRICULUM
WORKING WITH THE NATURAL VALUES OF YOUNG CHILDREN
Oxford University Press All children are born with emotional talent. But if left untended, those talents can wane during the ﬁrst ﬁve years of life. Children are sensitive and social
beings from birth, exhibiting an innate enthusiasm for communication that must be satisﬁed for healthy development. If their feelings, agency, and motivations are met with
aﬀection, if they are respected and nurtured, then children will respond creatively and that inherent desire for companionship will ﬂourish. However, with the recent changes in
political and educational systems, early years education has seen a decline in focus on the emotional wellbeing of children and the development of their creativity. Those systems
need to adapt if educators are to bring out the best in our future generations. By nurturing creativity and emotional wellbeing in the ﬁrst ﬁve years of life, long term social beneﬁts
can be wrought. The book focusses on children's readiness for learning. It addresses the natural joy explicit in children's early conversations and engagement with music and their
development through play with both adults and other children. This kind of education allows children to develop their bodies and skills, accept and understand their feelings, build
relationships, and progress both their imagination and their problem solving skills. In this way, play with others drives development. With contributors from the ﬁelds of
psychological, educational, and political spheres, this book will be of interest to anyone concerned for the future of our children.

GLOBAL TRENDS 2030
ALTERNATIVE WORLDS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform This publication covers global megatrends for the next 20 years and how they will aﬀect the United States. This is the ﬁfth installment
in the National Intelligence Council's series aimed at providing a framework for thinking about possible futures and their implications. The report is intended to stimulate strategic
thinking about the rapid and vast geopolitical changes characterizing the world today and possible global trajectories during the next 15-20 years by identifying critical trends and
potential discontinuities. The authors distinguish between megatrends, those factors that will likely occur under any scenario, and game-changers, critical variables whose
trajectories are far less certain. NIC 2012-001. Several innovations are included in Global Trends 2030, including: a review of the four previous Global Trends reports, input from
academic and other experts around the world, coverage of disruptive technologies, and a chapter on the potential trajectories for the US role in the international system and the
possible the impact on future international relations. Table of Contents: Introduction 1 Megatrends 6 Individual Empowerment 8 Poverty Reduction 8 An Expanding Global Middle
Class 8 Education and the Gender Gap 10 Role of Communications Technologies 11 Improving Health 11 A MORE CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE 12 Diﬀusion of Power 15 THE
RISE AND FALL OF COUNTRIES: NOT THE SAME OLD STORY 17 THE LIMITS OF HARD POWER IN THE WORLD OF 2030 18 Demographic Patterns 20 Widespread Aging 20 Shrinking
Number of Youthful Countries 22 A New Age of Migration 23 The World as Urban 26 Growing Food, Water, and Energy Nexus 30 Food, Water, and Climate 30 A Brighter Energy
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Outlook 34 Game-Changers 38 The Crisis-Prone Global Economy 40 The Plight of the West 40 Crunch Time Too for the Emerging Powers 43 A Multipolar Global Economy: Inherently
More Fragile? 46 The Governance Gap 48 Governance Starts at Home: Risks and Opportunities 48 INCREASED FOCUS ON EQUALITY AND OPENNESS 53 NEW GOVERNMENTAL FORMS
54 A New Regional Order? 55 Global Multilateral Cooperation 55 The Potential for Increased Conﬂict 59 INTRASTATE CONFLICT: CONTINUED DECLINE 59 Interstate Conﬂict: Chances
Rising 61 Wider Scope of Regional Instability 70 The Middle East: At a Tipping Point 70 South Asia: Shocks on the Horizon 75 East Asia: Multiple Strategic Futures 76 Europe:
Transforming Itself 78 Sub-Saharan Africa: Turning a Corner by 2030? 79 Latin America: More Prosperous but Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of New Technologies 83 Information
Technologies 83 AUTOMATION AND MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES 87 Resource Technologies 90 Health Technologies 95 The Role of the United States 98 Steady US Role 98
Multiple Potential Scenarios for the United States' Global Role 101 Alternative Worlds 107 Stalled Engines 110 FUSION 116 Gini-out-of-the-Bottle 122 Nonstate World 128
Acknowledgements 134 GT2030 Blog References 137 Audience: Appropriate for anyone, from businesses to banks, government agencies to start-ups, the technology sector to the
teaching sector, and more. This publication helps anticipate where the world will be: socially, politically, technologically, and culturally over the next few decades. Keywords: Global
Trends 2030 Alternative Worlds, global trends 2030, Global Trends series, National Intelligence Council, global trajectories, global megatrends, geopolitics, geopolitical changes

SAVING LIBERALISM FROM ITSELF
THE SPIRIT OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Policy Press In the wake of populism, Timothy Stacey’s book critically reﬂects on what is missing from the liberal project with the aim of saving liberalism. It explains that populists
have harnessed myth, ritual, magic and tradition to advance their ambitions, and why opponents need to embrace rather than eschew them. Using examples of liberally oriented
activists in Vancouver, it presents an accessible theorization of these quasi-religious concepts in secular life. The result is to provide both a new theoretical understanding of why
liberalism fails to engage people, and a toolkit for campaigners, policymakers and academics seeking to bridge the gap between liberal aspirations and lived experiences, in order to
promote political engagement and to create unity out of division.

ROUTLEDGE HANDBOOK OF SEASCAPES
Taylor & Francis Seascape studies have developed in response to questions arising from composite correlations such as coastal, island and marine research, social requirements,
landscape design and planning, marine ecology, and environment and resource management. This global volume is the ﬁrst comprehensive overview to provide a solid foundation on
the concept of seascape, with the latest research ﬁndings from leading experts across a variety of ﬁelds, oﬀering a holistic approach to seascape linking nature with culture, and
theory with practice. Divided into six parts, it includes over 30 chapters from contributors around the world. Pioneering methods with illustrated case studies from the
Mediterranean, Scandinavia, North Sea, North America and Asia serve as examples for future seascape development, conservation and governance. An important and extremely
timely resource, the Routledge Handbook of Seascapes provides academics, practitioners, NGOs, consultants and government oﬃcials with a broad overview of current research and
practice for future application and advance worldwide.

THE SUSTAINABILITY DEBATE
POLICIES, GENDER AND THE MEDIA
Emerald Group Publishing This book goes beyond environmental protection and looks at sustainability by predominantly focusing on human and social sustainability and this focus is
carried into sections of the book that discuss sustainable policies, media and gender. The book takes an academic and practitioner approach.

PERDIENDO EL EDÉN
Ediciones GATOPARDO SLU Hoy, más que nunca, vivimos conﬁnados en espacios interiores. Según las estadísticas, pasamos hasta un 90 por ciento de nuestra vida entre cuatro
paredes, totalmente desconectados de la naturaleza. No obstante, esta sigue estando profundamente enraizada en nuestro lenguaje, nuestras tradiciones y nuestra conciencia.
Durante siglos, las sociedades se han guiado por la intuición de que vivir en armonía con el entorno es fundamental para el ser humano. En pleno siglo XXI, coincidiendo con nuestro
alejamiento de la naturaleza, ha empezado a emerger un fascinante campo de investigación cientíﬁca que conﬁrma esta intuición ancestral y demuestra la importancia del contacto
con la naturaleza para nuestro bienestar psicológico o el desarrollo de nuestras facultades cognitivas y afectivas. Lucy Jones nos abre las puertas de la vanguardia de la biología
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humana, la neurociencia y la psicología, y descubre nuevas formas de entender (y reparar) nuestra relación disfuncional con la naturaleza. A caballo entre la investigación
periodística y la confesión autobiográﬁca, la autora emprende un viaje apasionante desde las escuelas forestales del este de Londres hasta el Svalbard Global Seed Vault, pasando
por bosques primitivos, los laboratorios más punteros de California y el sofá de algún que otro ecoterapeuta.

VULNERABILITY
CHALLENGING BIOETHICS
Routledge Alongside globalization, the sense of vulnerability among people and populations has increased. We feel vulnerable to disease as new infections spread rapidly across the
globe, while disasters and climate change make health increasingly precarious. Moreover, clinical trials of new drugs often exploit vulnerable populations in developing countries
that otherwise have no access to healthcare and new genetic technologies make people with disabilities vulnerable to discrimination. Therefore the concept of ‘vulnerability’ has
contributed new ideas to the debates about the ethical dimensions of medicine and healthcare. This book explains and elaborates the new concept of vulnerability in today’s
bioethics. Firstly, Henk ten Have argues that vulnerability cannot be fully understood within the framework of individual autonomy that dominates mainstream bioethics today: it is
often not the individual person who is vulnerable, rather that his or her vulnerability is created through the social and economic conditions in which he or she lives. Contending that
the language of vulnerability oﬀers perspectives beyond the traditional autonomy model, this book oﬀers a new approach which will enable bioethics to evolve into a global
enterprise. This groundbreaking book critically analyses the concept of vulnerability as a global phenomenon. It will appeal to scholars and students of ethics, bioethics,
globalization, healthcare, medical science, medical research, culture, law, and politics.

OECD REVIEWS ON LOCAL JOB CREATION PREPARING THE BASQUE COUNTRY, SPAIN FOR THE FUTURE OF WORK
OECD Publishing COVID-19 is testing the Basque Country’s (Spain) resilience. Before COVID-19, employment indicators were recovering from the 2008 crisis, while automation of
production was underway. Job quality remained low despite rising educational attainment in the region. COVID-19 is likely to accelerate structural changes in the labour market,
including automation and digitalisation.

RESTORED TO EARTH
CHRISTIANITY, ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS, AND ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION
Georgetown University Press Ecological restoration integrates the science and art of repairing ecosystems damaged by human activities. Despite relatively little attention from
environmental ethicists, restoration projects continue to gain signiﬁcance, drawing on citizen volunteers and large amounts of public funds, providing an important model of
responding to ecological crisis. Projects range from the massive, multi-billion dollar Kissimmee River project; restoring 25,000 acres of Everglades' wetlands; to the $30 million eﬀort
to restore selected wetlands in industrial Brownﬁeld sites in Chicago's south side Lake Calumet area; to the reintroduction of tall grass prairie ecosystems in various communities in
the Midwest. Restored to Earth provides the ﬁrst comprehensive examination of the religious and ethical dimensions and signiﬁcance of contemporary restoration practice, an
ethical framework that advances the ﬁeld of environmental ethics in a more positive, action-oriented, experience-based direction. Van Wieren brings together insights and examples
from restoration ecology, environmental ethics, religious studies, and conservation and Christian thought, as well as her own personal experiences in ecological restoration, to
propose a new restoration ethic grounded in the concrete, hands-on experience of humans working as partners with the land.

RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON ENERGY AND SOCIETY
Edward Elgar Publishing This incisive Research Handbook examines the relationship between energy and society, across both macro- and micro-scales, in the context of the climate
crisis. Featuring an extensive examination of current research in the ﬁeld from ﬁfty expert international contributors, it oﬀers important insights into the inter-connections between
the globally organised fossil fuel energy system and the changing structures of society.
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND THE GOOD LIFE
DO THEY CONNECT?
McFarland Social media have accelerated communication, expanded business horizons and connected millions of individuals who otherwise would never have met. But not
everything social media touch turns to gold—much of it is brass. Social networking sites are used by scammers, criminals and sexual predators, and many people now self-diagnose
illness based on misinformation shared online. Businesses make great claims about social media as a marketing tool but few show any real returns. We communicate through social
media but are we really saying anything? Is social media doomed to be a conduit of narcissism or can it become a channel for responsible communication? Can social networking
overcome its manifold violations of privacy? Must we sacriﬁce our identities in order to tweet or “friend” our associates? This book examines some of the legal and ethical issues
surrounding social media, their impact on civil discourse and their role in suicides, murders and criminal enterprise.

NATURAL GAS MARKETS IN INDIA
OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
Springer This book shares the latest market developments and advances in natural gas demand, supply, transmission, distribution, and consumption, with a special emphasis on the
Indian context. Chapters are written by researchers and industry professionals working in the ﬁeld of natural gas and energy to provide deeper insights into natural gas market
structure, market development, business opportunities and market growth. Topics covered include, natural gas demand-supply, exploration and production policy, downstream
regulatory developments, city gas distribution, pipeline, pricing, and taxation policies impacting natural gas market developments in India. The book will be useful to researchers,
professionals, and policy makers working in the area of natural gas and related ﬁelds.

LEARNING TO BE A PRIMARY TEACHER
CORE KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING
Critical Publishing Learning to be a primary teacher can feel like trying to become a superhero! The new edition of this book will help you harness your superpowers to become that
heroic individual, looked up to by your class, able to be simultaneously fun, authoritative, inspiring, responsive to a range of needs and an expert in all subjects! Rooted in the core
content framework and informed by the early career framework and new Ofsted inspection framework, it will ensure you are fully equipped to: tackle planning and assessment with
ease champion positive behaviour master curriculum sequencing build composite subject knowledge and understanding challenge and apply theory and research maximise your
emotional strength and resilience stand tall as a professional promote diversity, inclusion and social justice and, most importantly, protect and nurture the children in your care.
"Highly recommended for all trainees, Early Career Teachers and mentors - this book is packed full of wise advice on building professional knowledge about what is required to excel
at meeting the expectations of both the DfE Teachers' Standards and the Early Career Framework. Not to be missed." Dame Alison Peacock, CEO of the Chartered College of
Teaching
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